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So you’re going to Drama School?
Fantastic! The actor’s life is a wonderful life and a hugely
rewarding, no matter where you end up or what level you work at.
Before we go ahead, let me tell you a little about myself. My name
is Simon Trinder and I have been a professional actor since 2000.
I trained at the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama and have
been working in radio, television, theatre and film ever since.
I was the first actor to play Puck
in A Midsummer Night’s Dream at
Shakespeare’s Globe in 2001.
And I have spent most of the last
18 years at the Royal Shakespeare
Company.

Playing Puck - ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ (above)
and Trinculo in ‘The Tempest’ (right)

I work extensively in television, having played regulars in dramas
like Midwinter Of The Spirit, Ordinary Lies and Without You amongst
many others and I also work in Musical theatre, notably The Lion
King.
Featuring in Disney’s The Lion King UK national tour
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So, you can see, my audition experience is pretty varied. I know
what it is like to stand in front of a panel and feel the fear.
TURN FEAR INTO FUEL!
Over these 20 years I have developed a rock solid system to
combat the fear and turn it into fuel.
You are in good hands.
Drama school is a time of intense learning, growth and
development where you get to spend most of your waking life
immersing yourself in your passion, often for the first time. It will
be more intense than any other course or programme that you
are likely to have done so far. You will be moulded and shaped
to release the best you have to offer in intense classes in voice,
movement and whatever acting technique the school adheres to.
A drama school has one intention and one intention only - to send
out interesting, dynamic and ultimately working actors. Everything
the school does is toward that end.
If their graduates are not interesting, dynamic or fit for work, the
school loses its reputation and it closes.
For this reason, schools and conservatoires are very particular
about who they take on and train. This is the first thing you need
to remember before you take your next step.
Competition is very stiff and schools are not easily accessed.
Unfortunately, every year, thousands and thousands of hungry
applicants spend hundreds and hundreds of pounds each on
auditions, without having a clue about what to expect, what the
schools are looking for or how to properly prepare.
Often, applicants are gifted and talented but that talent is not
available on the day because they have not prepared themselves
in such a way that they are specific, open and free to play.
It is more common for applicants to have worked extremely hard
- but in the wrong way. To be so well versed in their speeches that
they arrive with not much more than a healthy presentation of
their pieces, more like a recital than anything else.
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This can feel good and can look good until the first bit of direction
is thrown your way and suddenly, it can all fall apart. The
emphasis on ‘preparation’ is so great ahead of drama school but,
sadly, inappropriately.
People are not being trained to be ‘auditionees’.
MAJOR LEARNING NUMBER 1! The drama school entry audition is
not an exam or a test. It is a workout of sorts. A chance for the
panel to practically explore your capabilities and your potential,
and in order to do that, they need to play. They need to push you
in all sorts of different ways in order to see what you have to offer
currently and where they may take you.
You need to think of yourself as a professional auditionee.
PROFESSIONAL AUDITIONEE
This is the first step toward successful entry because, simply by
changing your mindset in this way, you will immediately place
yourself ahead of the rest who have worked their speeches to
polished perfection but are in no way prepared to have those
speeches fractured, stretched and turned on their heads. Nor are
they thinking so much about the interview element of the process
and what may be expected of them there, as they share with the
panel their background, experiences and hopes.
From now on, with us, you will prepare yourself to be specific,
connected and ultimately - available to change.
SPECIFIC
CONNECTED
AVAILABLE TO CHANGE
Three vital components if you want to be taken on by the school of
your choice.
This little eBook is a short guide of sorts to go alongside the
various resources you can take advantage of at ICAT STUDIO
ONLINE.
In order to do this well together, there are 4 teachings that you
need to access with your ICAT account that will work in tandem to
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create a beautiful foundation for your audition freedom. These are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

This book
The Audition Key - 90 minute webinar (available on your account)
Owning Shakespeare - 8 module course (available on your account)
The Complete Actors Toolkit - 7 module course (available on your account)

We strongly advise you to watch The Audition Key before you
continue to read this then, as you continue through this book you
can begin The Complete Actors Toolkit before doing and completing
Owning Shakespeare.
By that time you should have selected your audition speeches (we
help with that below) and you can apply any and every principle
from the courses and work with us live online to hone them.
Applying everything you learn to your audition pieces and
attending the live sessions with us is easily going to give you
YOUR best chance of getting into drama school.
We don’t know what level of talent or ability you possess but we
guarantee that if you follow what we tell you carefully, you will
absolutely be in the best position that you, as an individual, could
be when the day comes. The rest, as they say, is up to you.
What you are building by doing this work with us is not just
experience, not just first class knowledge but an actual strategy.
You will be so prepared in every area and for every eventuality that
you will audition with full confidence that nothing will throw you,
indeed, you will look for opportunities to play.
The system we introduce in both the book and The Audition Key
webinar is made up of 20 years experience as a professional actor
auditioning for some of the biggest casting departments in the
world as well as being on the panel at major drama schools.
So, let’s begin.
What is acting?
In our video on demand series The Complete Actors Toolkit, we ask
the question - what is Acting?
What we expose is that most actors can’t actually give an answer
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to that question and it is because...
They don’t stand on a solid system.
What every actor needs is a repeatable toolkit that is applicable
to any role in any medium and in whatever circumstance whether
you are on a night shoot for a movie and are exhausted after
13 takes of the same shot or are auditioning for a fringe play or
commercial.
The actor, like any artist (and that’s what we are), needs a
methodology, a way in, a repeatable systematic approach in order
to get the job done.
Of course, you will use different ideas from different practitioners
and every one of us is constantly evolving but it is essential to
have a foundational approach upon which to stand.
At drama school they will introduce you to either one main way of
working or multiple ways.
In order to get you in that room, through The Complete Actor’s
Toolkit we are going to introduce you to a super simple and deadly
effective approach that is industry respected. The Stanislavski
based approach of theatre director Mike Alfreds.
So what is acting?
‘Acting is actually DOING something to SOMEONE ELSE in order to
CHANGE them while remaining OPEN TO CHANGE under IMAGINARY
CIRCUMSTANCES’
It’s all there. This is the heart of what it is to act. To take ACTION. To
actually DO SOMETHING to someone and affect change in them.
Through The Complete Actors Toolkit, you will learn to do this very
thing through:
- Actions
- Objectives
- Points of Concentration/preoccupations
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Freedom
Actors want to be free.
Actors want to be free to follow whatever impulse takes them in a
scene. For this reason, many actors have been afraid of the idea of
actioning (the approach you will learn through us). They are afraid
that allocating an action to each beat of their text will restrict
them and leave them playing the same way every time.
However, freedom only comes from structure.
FREEDOM COMES FROM STRUCTURE
Allow me to explain. In a bid to be totally FREE many actors avoid
all kinds of systems or methods believing that a specific approach
to the craft will curb any spontaneity, any life.
This makes sense in theory but actually, is quite the opposite.
I may be wrong but, if you are anything like me or the average
acting student, you have been taught to practice your scenes
and speeches incredibly well so that you can deliver them as
powerfully as possible and similarly as possible every time.
This is not the kind of structure that we are talking about and
not the kind of structure we want. We are going to show you how
a different kind of structure allows you to make appropriate and
specific connection with other actors but remain free in your
behaviour and emotional responses. This kind of freedom is rare
at drama school entry level and is a wonderful thing to be able to
offer them.
Shakespeare
You will have been asked to prepare a Shakespeare piece for your
drama school auditions and, in some cases, more than one. Your
experience of Shakespeare may be vast or, like I was, you may be
terrified and don’t know where to start.
Do not fear.
Simply go through our excellent Owning Shakespeare course and
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everything you need to know in order to rocket you above the rest
is covered in extraordinarily simple detail.
This course is made up of exercises taken from the rehearsal
rooms of the worlds greatest classical theatre companies.
We at ICAT urge you to apply all of these techniques to your
Shakespeare pieces if you want to bring them powerfully to life
and demonstrate a very sophisticated understanding of these
wonderful play texts. Apply the ‘rules of verse’ (don’t worry, you will
learn what that means) and you will stand out as a student to be
taken very seriously.
Just quickly, while we are on it and you are likely at the speech
selection stage.
Soliloquy?
You may have heard the term Soliloquy mentioned and be
confused by the term.
MONOLOGUE OR SOLILOQUY?
Let’s nail this now.
A monologue is a length of text delivered by one character to
another character onstage
Monologue - A length of text delivered by one character to
another character or characters onstage
A Soliloquy is a length of text delivered by one character to
themselves or the audience even if in earshot of another character
onstage
Soliloquy - A length of text delivered by one character to
themselves or the audience even if in earshot of another
character onstage
Remember, regardless of who is speaking and who you are
speaking to, it is essential to activate the language by actioning
and applying objectives. Even if your character is in soliloquy and
speaking to themselves, they are DOING something. Changing
their own state of being.
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We look at this during the last lessons on audition technique
exercises in The Complete actors Toolkit.
A word on choosing your Shakespeare audition pieces
Certain schools will give you a list of Shakespeare pieces to
choose from and others will leave it up to you. We will deal with
selecting pieces in a moment but for now what I would say is:
When you have received the information from the schools you
have approached, look at the list of speeches from the ones who
have provided them.
I would choose your two main pieces from this list to use at every
school and then select a third of your own choosing. Ideally, if you
are going to be super prepared, you want 3.
Select 2 speeches from the list provided by the schools then
choose a third of your own
In order to select your speech, it is best to go with three ‘rules’
- Age
- Connection
- Gender specific
Select something that reflects your age. If you are 18 it would be
unwise to play old Queen Margaret from Richard 3rd. Select a
piece that you connect with, one that excites you and that you can
imaginatively engage or sympathise with.
Finally, I think it is wise to select a piece that is gender
appropriate, whatever that means to you.
Drama school auditions for years have been full of people who
have no idea how to approach Shakespeare and it seriously lets
them down.
You will not be in this position. You are going to demonstrate that
you understand the differences in his writing styles and how to
apply his principles.
This will make you stand out as a prepared and mature candidate
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with a depth of understanding that is not necessarily normal.
Don’t fear!
Speaking Shakespeare can frighten a great many of us because of
the complexity of his language.
But what you need to know straightaway is that only 5% of the
language on each page is likely to be unfamiliar to you. It is just
a case of learning to understand the order in which he is putting
words and we can do that through the internet or reference books.
It’s easy once you know how.
What I really want you to grasp is that Shakespeare was incredibly
practical and his actors were not geniuses, they just understood
the way he wrote on the page and followed his rules - we can do
that too!
When you use the set of exercises that we teach you in Owning
Shakespeare on any and every piece of verse, you are behaving
like a detective. Analysing the sounds and quality of the words to
develop your ‘sensibility to language’ as the late, great RSC voice
coach: Cicely Berry would say to us.
Again, you will learn that Shakespeare was deeply pragmatic
(practical), he wrote for a building that demanded certain things
of its players. It demanded energy, dynamic and power and in
order to achieve those things the writer must write the music
of the play very specifically using language that thrills the
imagination and in built rhythms to carry the listener on.
Drama school audition Shakespeare warning!
It is common for drama school auditionees to try and demonstrate
how ‘truthful’ they are by ignoring ALL of these principles that
we will teach you and throwing their Shakespeare out there
in whatever way it falls out of their mouth, but this is hugely
disappointing. It does NOT make it more ‘truthful’ or ‘natural’,
quite the opposite.
Of course, no one expects that you would know this stuff
necessarily but it’s a HUGE opportunity for you to shine. I promise
you we are just begging people to use the principles we teach at
the audition stage, be bold enough to show them that you know
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what you are doing!!
Practical Preparation for your auditions
Speech selection
Every drama school is different in terms of their requirements at
audition.
Some may want to see two speeches, some 4, some will want
to improvise and, as we have already said, some will give you a
selection of speeches to choose from.
There are a few principles that we can stand on to make this the
best possible experience, regardless of the variation in audition
set ups. Let’s start with Shakespeare.
Selecting your speeches - Shakespeare
I already touched on speech selection earlier on but let’s recap.
Once you have all the information in your hands about what
the different schools require, try and find out where all the
requirements meet. That is, if you are auditioning for 4 schools
and two of them send you lists of Shakespeare speeches to
choose from. Compare the lists and see if there are any crossovers
because you may be able to use the same speech for two different
schools or more.
Look at speech lists and check for crossovers
Here is an example, you may have lists that look like this
Drama school 1
Juliet, Romeo and Juliet: ‘Gallop apace you fiery footed steeds’ Act 3
scene 2
Portia, Merchant of Venice: ‘The quality of mercy is not strain’d’ Act 4
scene 1
Isabella, Measure for Measure: ‘To whom should I complain? Did I tell
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this’ Act 2 scene 4
Nurse, Romeo and Juliet: ‘Even or odd, of all days in the year’ Act 1
scene 3
Queen Margaret, Richard 3rd: ‘I call’d thee then vain flourish of my
fortune’ Act 4 scene 4
Drama school 2
Isabella, Measure for Measure: ‘To whom should I complain? Did I tell
this’ Act 2 scene 4
Lady Anne, Richard 3rd: ‘Set down, set down your honourable load’
Act 1 scene 2
Juliet, Romeo and Juliet: ‘Gallop apace you fiery footed steeds’ Act 3
scene 2
Viola, Twelfth Night: ‘I left no ring with her: what means this lady?’
Act 2 scene 2
Lady Macbeth, Macbeth: ‘They met me in the day of success:’ Act 1
scene 5
You can see that these two schools have both offered the same
speeches with Juliet and Isabella.
Drama school 1
Juliet, Romeo and Juliet: ‘Gallop apace you fiery footed steeds’ Act
3 scene 2
Portia, Merchant of Venice: ‘The quality of mercy is not strain’d’ Act 4
scene 1
Isabella, Measure for Measure: ‘To whom should I complain? Did I
tell this’ Act 2 scene 4
Nurse, Romeo and Juliet: ‘Even or odd, of all days in the year’ Act 1
scene 3
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Queen Margaret, Richard 3rd: ‘I call’d thee then vain flourish of my
fortune’ Act 4 scene 4
Drama school 2
Isabella, Measure for Measure: ‘To whom should I complain? Did I
tell this’ Act 2 scene 4
Lady Anne, Richard 3rd: ‘Set down, set down your honourable load’
Act 1 scene 2
Juliet, Romeo and Juliet: ‘Gallop apace you fiery footed steeds’ Act
3 scene 2
Viola, Twelfth Night: ‘I left no ring with her: what means this lady?’
Act 2 scene 2
Lady Macbeth, Macbeth: ‘They met me in the day of success:’ Act 1
scene 5
You would be able to select one or both of these to use at both
schools and elsewhere. I would also recommend choosing a third
speech to prepare that is completely your own selection in case
anyone wants to see something else.
Lesser known speeches?
It is very difficult to find ‘lesser known’ speeches these days but
I think we all inherently know what they mean. Roles like Juliet
and Viola tend to be very overdone and in particular, certain
speeches of theirs. The fact is, you will struggle to find anything
they have never seen but it is certainly worth taking a complete
works and flicking page by page, you can then mark down any
lengthy passages of text that may appeal to you. At the end of
that process, google and/or read any synopsis or explanation of
the play and characters to decide if it is a speech worth looking
further into.
1. Flick through Shakespeare’s works
2. Take note of any lengths of text by one character that you like
3. Google the synopsis or full story to see if it appeals
Some people have taken several paragraphs by one character and
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neatly edited them into a speech that flows without interruption.
This is riskier but I have seen it work.
Aim to have 6 pieces in total:
3 classical
3 modern
Ultimately, you should be aiming to have 6 speeches or
monologues in your pocket ahead of your auditions. 3 Classical
(most likely Shakespeare - though some schools may ask for
something from a certain writer or period), and three modern
pieces. I would class modern as something written within the last
ten years.
Choosing your modern pieces
In a way, the principles for selecting your modern pieces are the
same as selecting your classical pieces. There are three things
you should be looking for. No 1, I would say the most practical
requirements are to select your pieces based on age and gender.
Try and select something that is possibly within your playing age.
It is much more difficult to emotionally access a speech if it is
by a much older or younger character. Same with gender, select
something appropriate to you.
Age
Gender
The third but perhaps most vital principle is:
Connection
Connection. Do you connect on an emotional or experiential level
with the speech and character. I am not suggesting that you have
to have murdered if you are playing Macbeth but we have similar
feelings of ambition or hatred don’t we? When you read a speech
that you connect with there is a feeling of excitement within, you
immediately imagine playing the speech in front of an audience
and your energy rises. That is a really good sign!
There are so many ways to find speeches these days, the world is
your oyster. Firstly, what not to do
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DON’T select a monologue from a website without being able to
get the play
Don’t take a monologue from a website UNLESS you are eventually
able to have access to the whole play. You must read the whole
play if you are to perform a monologue because conext is
essential. You must know your character’s full story.
DON’T write your own
Secondly, don’t write your own unless you have been asked to.
And thirdly,
DON’T let someone else choose it for you
Don’t let someone else choose it for you (though of course they
can make suggestions). I have worked with a lot of students whose
drama teachers or even mums have chosen speeches for them
and unsurprisingly, there is almost zero personal connection or
spark between actor and monologue.
What you can do is:
Use our monologue library
Dig into the monologue library via your account and ensure you
can get hold of the full play via amazon or a bookshop if one of
them takes your fancy.
DO look at plays in your local library or in theatre bookshops.
Look at plays in your local library or in theatre bookshops. If
you are in Britain, the National Theatre bookshop in London is a
treasure trove. You could spend a whole afternoon there as well
as the many second hand bookshops around town, some of them
specialise in plays and screenplays. Your local bookstores are
obviously worth looking at but are unlikely to have a decent play
section these days.
DO attend showcases
Go to showcases by local drama schools or colleges and see if
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there are any pieces performed that you like. Notice also the
response from the audience to the speech.
Whatever you do, ensure that you are excited about delivering the
piece!
A word on contrast
We must always be able to demonstrate range within our pieces.
Once you have selected your favourite modern and classical piece,
make your next choice in each category very different. That could
mean one is a comedy and one more serious or tragic or it may be
that the characters personalities, energies and rhythms are very
contrasting. The third pieces in each category should be pieces
that are totally up to you and you just think show you at your best.
Here is a useful breakdown:
2 pieces (1 classical 1 modern) that are your favourites
2 pieces (1 classical 1 modern) that contrast with the first
2 pieces (1 classical 1 modern) totally your choice that show you
at your best
In the room
The panel
The panel at drama school auditions can vary too of course. There
may be several rounds of auditions. You may be invited to a first
round where you are auditioned by a guest tutor, a local actor or
even students at the school as well.
1st round - possible guest tutor and students
If they like you, you will likely be asked to come back either later
that day or on another occasion. This is called a ‘recall’. Recalls are
usually held by someone with a little more authority like a head of
department.
1st recall - head of department
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A second or even third recall may be needed, for any number of
reasons. They may want to see if you are consistent in the quality
of your work, they may want other staff to see you or to match
you with other year group members. This will likely be held by the
decision maker whoever that may be. They will certainly be higher
tier members of staff at the school in question.
2nd/3rd recall - decision maker
Think of the first round as a sorting session where they will very
quickly decide who currently has potential and who doesn’t.
A recall is a very good sign but don’t be offended or upset if it
doesn’t go your way, you may need to try again next year.
This is not going to be exactly the same at every school of course
but it’s a helpful guideline.
Group or individual auditions?
Early audition rounds are very often in group format where you
may be in a room with 10 or more other applicants. These can
be nerve wracking (unless you have worked with us and are
prepared!) but they are also excellent opportunities to see what
works and what doesn’t.
When another auditionee is up on their feet, notice what they
seem to do that connects and what they do that clearly lowers
their level of impact. Learn from their mistakes.
Another tip is, be a good supporter. The panel will probably
be looking around the room to see which other students are
encouraging their co auditionees even with bright eye contact and
which auditionees are looking at the floor running lines. It makes
a big difference when you see a student who is actively engaging
with the work being done on the floor and clearly willing the other
auditionee on. These are students that we want in the school. Good
ensemble members, team players!
Try to use the energy that is emanating from the rest of the group
as fuel or support, not something to get over. Remember, everyone
is as nervous as each other.
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You may of course do an individual audition from the get go, it
depends on the school but your recalls are likely to be on your own.
These can be easier in some ways though standing in front of a
panel of 3 or 4 people can make you very self conscious. Follow the
principles of auditioning that we will introduce you to in the next
sections of this book and you will be more than fine.
Improvisation/Devised
Depending on the course and the school, you may be involved in
a level of improvisation, devising or games. Essentially, they are
looking for who says YES.
Improvisation is a whole area in itself that we can’t go into here
other than to say it is not about being funny or interesting - forget
all about that immediately. You need to accept what the other
person offers, say yes to it in your head and make an offer back.
Even in warm up games they are watching who is engaged,
listening and committed. Hey, here is a brilliant tip that no one
ever tells you..
Walking round the room
Do you know how every drama session typically starts with
walking around the room? This is such an overlooked exercise.
Don’t just switch off while you wait for the REAL work to begin.
The directors are usually looking at who is simply walking in a
circle because this demonstrates that they are likely not present,
not thinking.
The participant who decides to change direction in the room and
fill empty space on the floor is exciting. They have demonstrated
that they are ‘in the room’ and aware of the people and space
around them. You can genuinely stand out in a good way if you
decide to change direction without being told - it proves you are
independent and here to work. Every little thing counts!
Eye contact
Perhaps the most asked question at drama school audition level
is about eye contact! Who do you look at?
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It’s a perfectly natural and understandable question. My advice is
always - ask the panel.
You might say ‘excuse me, do you mind me asking - would you
like me to direct the speech at you or someone else in the room or
elsewhere?’
They will appreciate the fact that you have given it thought and
will tell you. If they ask you to use them or someone else in the
room then great, you get to make contact with another human
being which is after all what acting is. If they ask you to stare at
the wall, don’t complain, just demonstrate your ability to say YES
and deal with it. Do your best imaginatively to engage with an
invisible someone - might be wise to pick out a mark on the wall,
picture or chair to keep specific focus.
The panel are not necessarily being difficult when they say this.
The truth is they may want to observe you closely to assess your
physicality and locate any tensions you may have. They may
want to make copious notes about you and the fact is, if you were
looking at them, you would be incredibly put off. They see so many
people they have to write notes in order to remember individuals
and give the feedback that everybody wants after their audition.

In conclusion
Well, this brings us to the end of the guide.
I hope that you will dive head first into the courses we provide as
well as the live group coaching sessions and use these absolutely
rock solid principles to move ahead with great confidence and
commitment.
Drama school is a wonderful journey and I wish you massive luck
and every success.
One final thing I can offer you that is never easy to talk about but
is essential.
There is a distinct possibility that, though you are as prepared as
you could possibly be, you may not get into a school or the school
of your choice this year. In fact, you may have to audition over
several years before you get that magic offer.
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This is just the reality of the situation.
You may be thinking ‘well, I thought you said if I do all of the things
you talked about I would get in?!’.
No. That is not what we are saying. We are saying that if you follow
our guidance and do the work, we guarantee to give you YOUR best
chance at getting in but there are so many factors at play that
may not be in your control.
You may be simply too young. They may recognise great talent
and great potential but sense that you may need to get some
‘life experience’ before they can train you properly. This kind
of comment can be extremely frustrating and I know SO many
applicants who get very upset by this idea but, as a teacher of
actors, I can fully attest that there is a huge difference between
someone fresh out of college and someone who has had to go and
work for a year or so and live a little.
When we are one of the strongest actors within our further
education community we can suddenly panic when faced with
a room of equally strong actors at a drama school audition and
suddenly find our confidence eroded and we are also still over
conscious of other students’ opinions. This sensitivity has to
diminish before we can step into boldness and be coached with
honesty by drama school tutors. A year out of education is usually
enough to take the edge off this issue as the prospective student
has their motivation tested by the time away from teachers and
friends.
Another reason is that you may have some foundational work to
do before training can begin. They may see physical or vocal issues
that need tackling before you can train in earnest and the hope of
course is that the feed that back to you and encourage you to try
again next year.
Finally, and most frustratingly, the year group they are already
growing as they have made offers is not a group that you as an
individual may gel with. They may genuinely love you but your age,
energy or temperament may clash with those who are already
taking places. This is a very difficult one to handle because, of
course, you just want to train! But it’s a little like casting a show,
the ensemble has to be well balanced and carefully made up.
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In the end, the only ones who make anything of themselves as
actors are those who are the most determined. I often say it is the
survival of the stubbornest. If you are going to act, you simply have
to be prepared to try again and again and again until something
happens.
As the great London agent; Caroline DeWolfe said to a group of our
students - ‘If you want to act - don’t. If you HAVE to act, do!’
See you in class!
Simon Trinder
ICAT Artistic Director
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